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lnstructions
o Use black ink or ball-point pen.
o fill in the boxes at the top of this page with your name,

centre number and candidate number.
o Answer all questions.
o Answer the questions in the spaces provided

- there may be more space than you need.

o You must show allyour working.
o Diagrams are NOT accurately drawn, unless otherwise indicated.
o Calculators may be used.
o lf your calculator does not have a z button, take the value of z to be

3.142 unless the question instructs otherwise.

lnformation
o The total mark for this paper is 80

o The marks for each question are shown in brackets

- use this as a guide as to how much time to spend on each question.

Advice

o Read each question carefully before you start to answer it.

o Keep an eye on the time.
r Try to answer every question.
o Check your answers if you have time at the end.
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Answer ALL questions.

Write your answers in the spaces provided.

You must write down all the stages in your working.

I Solve 5x - 6: 3(x - l)

2s.

\
{ --.l--.\\dE <"-

I-

(Total for Question 1 is l perhil 
"."- ."*"""

2 Emily buys a pack of 12 bottles of water.
The pack costs f5.64

Emily sells all l2 bottles for 50p each.

Work out Emily's percentage profit.
Give your answer correct to I decimal place.

\Zx sof - * 6

olo p{'
(

6 s'6v
) 

* lclc'
_s -4 rP

-n 6 "3tZa--l
6'+ %

(Total for Question 2 is 3 marks)
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3 Hasmeet walks once round a circle with diameter 80 meres.

There are 8 points equally spaced on the circumference of the circle.

(a) Find the distance Hasmeet walks between one point and the next point.

Ti* :{ E:C \(}T
a

-> \ f r I '<iL-J
'-5 t -r ' --r ''

[ (:) r1

i.i

Four of the points are moved, as shown in the diagram below.

HA

E

Hasmeet walks once round the circle again.

(b) Has the mean distance that Hasmeet walks between one point and the next point changed?

You must give a reason for your answer.

f- {r"=-c"r., S{.-.**-1-s" :U'u"x- "Sar-*.u4,e- c:i..5 t.*t*-\

SJt\ g 
r:: *i-{bs

'scin-rq, K.*
&kerc- t}-,rK
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4 There are only blue cubes, yellcvv cubes and Srejlcubes in abag.

There are

twice as many blue cubes as yellow cubes

and four times as many green cubes as blue cubes.

Hannah takes at random a cube from the bag.

Work out the probability that Hannah takes a yellow cube.

T.'b*l
= I\:s-

Z)< Jc- E-c

PC y) oc.

llc<- il

]-
l1

(Total for Question 4 is 3 marks)
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(a) Rotate trapezium T 180" about the origin.
Label the new trapezium A. 

iN;

/- t\
(b) Translate trapezium T by the vector | ^ |

Label the new trapezium B. \-3l
{R}

(Total for Question 5 is 2 marks)
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(a) Find the value of x.

6
{3}

.-2, y - 10

\t )

(b) Find the value ofy.

sv:
i€)

100o x 1000b can be written in the form 10'

(c) Show that w:20 + 3b ?-
[Oa : lO
(cpa ?- [o

2-a. 3b
iO x lO =

loc;a ><

(to'\o,.

5
\O,OO

,Ab(lo r lo
h

17v € 2-a+3b
<a-J (ea,*ir-"d

{3}

uestion6is4marks
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7 ABCD is a trapezium.

6_ ,* 
"nG-*--:\

work out rh.HS'ft,- cDA.
Give your answer correct to 1 decimal place.

\"- ; "^ot ft * r.a *!, c-'s\ F*e*.3oq-q.'-\

- r'4-(nn:,
l\e- 4- - '5'q-,'vt

i=l) z Z*+ jo*- q-.S (]t <ff
; . 5 C-.-pf

.,p r -S*r+ ,at 
.--'\

C.;+ i+,' -Tkt4,
\1\_ ,/\_,:__:

( 
""""

q<-
,i *.J d*pa"g

,lc1t-aJ

nl't s."". -: <. = (:

"t' 5
.K

)€

t -\//4, -\t
rEutrr (="= ) 32. s
32"21 sr-'\-i (Total for Question 7 is 5 marks)
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Use your calculator to work out
sin25" + sin40"

cos25o - cos40o

(a) Write down all the figures on your calculator display.

(b) Write your answer to part (a) correct to 2 decimal places'

2--ls 6at'iS.l
.'A \

2"-*r 6
1{ r
\*,1

otal for tionSis3marks

9 Yesterday it took 5 cleaners +] frourc to clean allthe rooms in a hotel.
2

There are only 3 cleaners to clean all the rooms in the hotel today"

Each cleaner is paid f,8.20 for each hour or part of an hour they work.

How much will each cleaner be paid today?

S c*\sa-'-1€-";-l &*"=H t-*"

g x t+- =- ?-- LZ' S ll-*"^,^' i--'-
3- q\go'-le;'^

2Z.S;*35*1.St.*,L^.,r5
f*- <-clc.L. <-\ci-q-,'tq/^

G*b Pc'tc$' f *- S I'rcLA-'r-r

? x-k " 2- --: * S's-"6o eq-[

r 6 s-6c'
for Question 9 is 3 marks
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10 Here is part of a distance-time graph for a car's journey.

'g oI
0

ffi Time(s)
"T-"*- 2€-.-s

(a) Between which two times does the car travel at its greatest speed?

for your answer.

fuc, 2sD
1I*r S gfleccf,as l*

(b) Work out this greatest speed.

ti t)1l <3

\ N.B

Give a reason

(r t-e-csrrC-s .

r\-

b

Eg
2*a

t*t p -e-Lq
s

& [ & .-, ls

400
Distance (m|^r

I

I

i
)

*_' r - t200
.l) -= 5 L>L.r --r ,

i
l

i

s1l!fer Qss$"iqs-tQ iljJar\.[) *- -

I
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11 The pie charts give information about the ages, in years, of people living in two towns,
Adley and Bridford.

Diagrams
accurately
drawn

(- : S q.,^r'r

L+- c/v\
Bridford

10
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The ratio of the number of people living in Adley to the number of people living in
Bridford is given by the ratio of the areas of the pie charts.

What proportion of the total number of people living in these two towns live in Adley
uod ujg:?gp9 !_12?:
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

A c !t: :-.rltjq -:= -{ r-t" :3 > 
'a

2*.

{3r"d, +;={ d,-/*esl *=. m* Q* 5 ,. ,/ '"L-
ll /\j L) ll (-t1.\

1q ----. >< Z S rT*
36cr

2 K- n* -i-- i t> 1T*

r r c'l g-/ -?l
! j -3 -} "\r .-: -L.

{-i-\tr G\_-/tLt

(Total for Question 11 is 3 marks)

11
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RS and ,SZ are 2 sides of a regular l2-sided polygon.
RZis a diagonal of the polygon.

Work out the size of angle SZR.

You must show your working.

'/^mZ- \JS[: -T {,C - \.) -? a f,or---} v

adc{
(*-'Lerh<q,

c41q,Les *b*, 3go"6c

LY1L Gr .s T- 1 <()- ( c:"r3l*e; e. sb ["

t* S-rP* =!' 1- S€-T- -- 1S"

( f-s-t - i s i s*.sce-l* r -!r-i*r d-)

ion 12 is 3 marks

12
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At the beginning of 2009, Mr Veale bought a company.
The value of the company was f50 000

Each year the value of the company increased by 2%. /ln'^kti-p\ t 4"' € ! * (} 2

(a) Calculate the value of the company at the beginning of 2017

Give your answer correct to the nearest f 100

At the beginning of 2009 the value of a different company was f,250 000

In 6 years the value of this company increased to f325 000

This is equivalent to an increase of x7o each year.

(b) Find the value of x"

Give your answer correct to 2 significant figures.

^! (--
cifft- '5 3'*_+'-i

5, ()OCC'o{ i "C2* < I
{> "s: 

\t "'L - 1 6':

r.S t 6c,c,

2 SC'C-CC )< 
-'--

3 
"* 

5 ciclctq

,L nttl
!I G \*J
I

S-e'C{,c}

rili,,re 'r -/\**-*

GqIq-t&:-Qttsqlie-n 1l i
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Label the region R.
/\--4 - \-

rt*j-

q
//it \.JclN-: S

\\ .J

I

l,t,

_L

_J

-4

-5

-6

3 = -Lx:
(Total for Question 14 is 3 marks)
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15 Tracey is going to choose a main course and a dessert in a cafe.
She can choose from 8 main courses and 7 dessefts.

Tracey says that to work out the number of different ways of choosing a main course and
a dessert you add 8 andT

(a) Is Tracey correct?
You must give a reason for your answer.

$,o, -/.lL-r ,.\**d tr 6nr.-.bf,pl* R b;3:l .

12 teams play in a competition.
Each team plays each other team exactly once.

(b) Work out the total number of games played.

{ s.}

2 tear-,-l j t<**^ -' L+- t-t-o.*-t s

R ,r{3

2v\
z

Il

A.rG
A-q
Rw Q

AwB
kv C-

Ar" b
(3v q
(3vD
ewt)
ry:}:= 6

2-

(Total for Question

3x2_ = 3

f 2 t3ea-'^-s (t ()

{t}

15 is 3 marks)

l2:t$ [

-2--
66,

16 Solve (x - 2)2 = t
Give your solutions correct to 3 significant figures.

Je -2- =' +.€
oc : -{:r-+*2* Oc = 2 :^13

€c = O "Z 6-13:. a:73zas

3=3 -:l ?-lJr
J

O. 26S
(Total for Question 16 is 2 marks)



17 The table gives information about the heights of 150 students.

:,
g.-

'*;'
,l q,'

(a) On the grid, draw a histogram for this information.

L-\, ".-, rl-,* -i; {: i . '.-,' ' .\
(b) Wbrk out an estimate for the fraction of the students who have a height between

150 cm and 170 cm.

ri ".., "-{
I i--

rsC
s{t

Height (ft cm) Frequency

140<ft<150 t5 *.
150<ft<155 30 --l

155</,<160 5l -:
160<ft<165 36 ".

16s<fr<180 l8

17 is 5 marks

16
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At time /: 0 hours atank is full of water.

Water leaks from the tank.
At the end of every hour there is 2Yo less water in the tank than at the start of the hour.

The volume of water, in litres, in the tank at time r hours is (
Given that

lacfo/* *Z'[o =i a8*t*
't/o:2000
Vr*r: kV,

write down the value of ft.

n
u rrn,.rth p 

tou<r

k:

(Total for Question

e)-e8
lQi:-.l-"n-q{FL .""" --
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t9 A triangle has vertices P, Q and R.

The coordinates of P are (-3, -6)
The coordinates of Q are (1,4)
The coordinates of R are (5,-2)

M is the midpoint of PQ.
l/ is the midpoint of QR.

prove that MNis parallel to PR. :""? Scr'razre

You must show each stage of your working.

+f)

*j -1- -l
M

3

2_

l

'^z

-3
-+
-s
-6

F( -g, -a)

*-t

3rod.tn't

Q (\ ,*)

6

A (s, -21

(*j( *-s u=+t^'tpt n..i ond P(L. <>re'
-t+

,s r-.b * PG- = c+ ,-9+)=Gtr-o)
i s rr,".d rtu G.G: ('+, \:L_l- (=,u)

\2-z-./
(<oAi?# P'tA*3 - i-l--]- = :9-=-t

,N4

N

*€\
<:>Jqfr s Ctrari. f1\: pona\l fuI", for ouestion 19 is 4 marks

18
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o

10 m.OAC is a sector of a circle, centre O, radius

BA is the tangent to the circle at point A.
BC is the tangent to the circle at point C.

Angle AOC:120"

Calculate the area of the shaded region.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

, -z4t\--8e1 -d-

{e
68

frr.a, Sectr:r Ao<- =

l_ x
z--

:
A,=* A AGc =

CoSio^< ru\q

(n {- )' Llor
\Ofic

St^*p* ftc:.cK

2-
lc)

{=

Ls

. {n(33
'bar\j6o= S

Jt
.iI'5'13

-fre^, 36* (Total lbr estion 20ls 5 marks

,-. L ftKC
-q(3 * l2C-,*

A..o A/+<C:
,x to.lT-*F+ letq3()

A8-S
(:g*f)

* LpK s = 
f\4

t?9 >,JT* \(}*= \e.1r-
G'66 3

"* 
' r a 

-G

ZS.'.IT ,u^- QU

(31

*7x lGl 'o 'oS 
lZ(3

{q,

cl. tzhR
3(c -qo

= 6C,-
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21 There are 12 counters in a bag. Lp tt. A'-
There is an equal number of red counters, blue counters and yellow counters in the bag.

There are no other counters in the bag.

3 counters are taken at random from the bag.

(a) Work out the probability of taking 3 red counters.

\\
{

F

s, 5"
{?;

The 3 counters are put back into the bag.

Some more counters are now put into the bag.

There is still an equal number of red counters, blue counters and yellow counters in the bag.

There are no counters ofany other colour in the bag.

3 counters are taken at random from the bag.

(b) Is it now less likely or equally likely or more likely that the 3 counters will be red?

You must show how you get your answer.

\J-rt 6rf dL * fr **c-l^ cct doC

,) {i2, P ,ft') - I { lu-
z^o ,-. '1 tt- (,) -L) z--\

I€ +{<

t-?
ld

fr -*;*

t-r- "R
r( t-x - ;s

tI

,rr.''t-z* S/1t*c*'"*.= {v\s<-

for Ouestion 21 is 4 marks

20
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22 The functions f and g are such that

f(x) : 5x + 3 g(x) : ax * b where a andb are constants.

g(3):20 and r-'1r:; : g(1)

Find the value of a andthe value of b.

3(s\ =s) Zo:- 3*-*t O

"F fx) = $=c t3
L-,.. €- S-=<- + 3
J

\J\-3
=) -- scs
f-r(") - 5q-3

S -'(=3)
s

:Q].|=-6
5

g.\ si-rs (} -"C, @ 5,r*^.,.^-LtC,rt <.<r'.rl [5

3o*!'= 2-a
a' 'r--b = 6

(r')

@

o:a
b: - [

(Total for Question 22 is 5 marls) _ _ .
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23 S is a geometric sequence.

(a) Given that (Ji - 1), I and (Ji + 1) are the first three terms of S, find the value of x.
You must show all your working.

[ --^ _F(* !:--
d-*- *l t

( * (f6" -tlCJr* t*LI

;5*z
{s}

(b) Show that the 5th term of S is I + sJi

il -+* a ,+4 3rS x+--i^ $"! 3 r- /!-t

*gl:ji* *(31;1-€) *. f:F-t t :l I 3€
(3*''.ra\ Gi5-w-l*- q *R 

{}}

(Total for Question 23 is 5 marks)

a6-;Kfz^r) 2* l:a'd€ *-*i'rc

= T + S -'fe_ TSTAL FoR PAPER IS 80 MARKS

fe'q t*o;t'eeC

22
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